
Lifestyles of the Lich and Famous –a Thought Check Games One-Pager 
Being a lich is great. You’ve got a badass tower, a hoard of reanimated corpses to cater to your 

every whim, and you’re basically immortal, as long as you’ve a cavalier attitude toward drinking the 

blood of an infant slain by your own hand.  

So hey. Why not have some awesome lich adventures, eh? 

What You Need. Two or more players, one of whom will be the GM. Each player should have at 

least one of each die type (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, and d20); ideally you will have several of each. In 

addition, you need a phylactery: a small object which houses your soul and maintains your unnatural 

immortality… rings and amulets are traditional, but any similarly-sized token will do. 

Creating Your Lich and Hoard. You have four attributes which represent particular facets of your 

capacity to command the undead: 

 Blind Thirst for Vengeance – Your ability to tap into your deathless rage and seek 

satisfaction for wrongs which have been done to you. 

 Ancient and Arcane Knowledge – Your ability to consult your vast intellect and even 

vaster library for plans, spells, and useful secrets. 

 The Wisdom of a Dozen Lifetimes – Your ability to react in the moment, relying on 

intuition and supernatural insight. 

 … Unwholesome Magicks – Your raw magical capacity, used to push your already 

imposing force past their undead limits. 

Assign a die type to each attribute: a d6, d8, d10, and d12. The larger the die, the more powerful 

you are in this capacity.  

Your zombie hoard is made of four types of undead abominations, each of which is associated with 

a particular attribute. 

 Zombies: Might – For smashing, destroying, and tearing asunder. 

 Skeletons: Agility – For climbing, shooting, and moving quickly. 

 Ghouls: Cunning – For constructing, trapping, and using devices. 

 Wraiths: Stealth – For sneaking, observing, and phasing through walls. 

In this case, you have six points to allocate to each attribute, representing the percentage of your 

undead hoard dedicated to that particular beast; each stat maxes out at four, and you can have zero; in 

those cases, you don’t lack the creature entirely, it just makes up a negligible portion of your grater 

hoard. You begin with ten hoard points, representing, abstractly, how large the group is. 

Now, decide whether you are battling alongside your hoard, or controlling them from your tower; 

the former option puts you at risk but makes them more reliable, while the latter puts you in danger but 

keeps you in control. Set your phylactery in the appropriate spot on your character sheet.  

How to Play. Your undead hoard is, for the most part, obedient. They do what you command, 

without question… that is, ultimately, the reason you invest in undead hoards. Even if you are in your 

tower, they hear your orders, and you have innumerable methods of seeing what they are up to. The 

downside is that, when things get difficult, they are less-than-reliable.  When an action would be 

difficult, or contested, you’re going to a have to exert your influence… you’ll need to roll the dice. The 

GM determines the difficulty of a task; a challenging task only needs one success, an especially difficult 

one takes two, and a nearly impossible one requires three.  If an action is contested, it goes to whomever 

has more successes; if they roll equally, the task is a tie. 

First, figure out which part of your hoard you’ll need to use; remember that the undead in your 

cadre are simple beings; they aren’t designed for subtlety, and they don’t work well outside of their 

narrow specialties… relying on a zombie’s agility will end in tears and rage. 

You need to determine which of your attributes you’re going to use to exert your control. Each of 

your attributes has certain conditions under which it can be used, and each has additional bonuses 

attached to it, listed on the table at the end of this section. 

For each point you have in that hoard attribute, take one die of your attribute’s type, up to your 

current number of hoard points (for instance, if you have three zombies but only two hoard points, you 

woulf only roll two dice to use might). You also roll your Influence die: if you’re there, it’s a d20, if 

ypu’re controlling them from afar, it’s a d4.  

Now, roll the dice; every die which comes up even is considered a success. Most odd dice are 

ignored, however  those that land on 1 count against you, removing a success from your total. 

If you get one or two more successes than you need, then your hoard is more effective than you 

intended… they do what you want to excess, preferably to destructive excess. If you roll three or more 

surplus successes, then they are too effective; they go out of control. The task is a success, but in a way 

that makes your unlife more difficult. Often this involves rampages. 

If you roll more 1s than successes, then your influence was not enough to control the base instincts 

of the undead; this is what you might call a crit fail. Not only do you fail, but you lose one of your hoard 

points as an undead beastie wanders off and makes everything worse somehow. 

Your skills: Restrictions Bonuses 

Blind Thirst for 

Vengeance 

You can only use your Thirst for 

Vengeance to retaliate against 

someone or something which has 

wronged you. 

Because your rage is so 

powerful, any rolls  on your 

influence die except 1 count as 

successes. 

Ancient and 

Arcane 

Knowledge 

You need time to plan your moves 

and weave your domination; you can 

only use Arcane Knowledge when 

you have a few minutes to prepare. 

If your influence die rolls a 2, 

you discover a useful document 

in your collection which grants 

you an extra success. 

The Wisdom of a 

Dozen Lifetimes 

No restrictions; this is the sum total 

of your will and experience, and you 

can always rely on it. 

None; the ability to react 

quickly to trouble is its own 

reward. 

… Unwholesome 

Magicks 

The sheer necrotic energy you pour 

into your hoard is destructive; you 

lose one health point if you succeed, 

and two if you botch. 

Your creations are pushed past 

their limits and may act in a 

way they normally couldn’t and 

do impossible things. 

Going it Alone. If you are separate from your undead entourage, you aren’t helpless; you’re a 

hoard of one. You roll as if you had a one in every hoard attribute, but you don’t get an influence die. 

You have three magic points, and if you lose them, all, you are killed. 

Relying on your Tower. Your home base and sanctum sanctorum, where you keep your soul when 

you’re out on the town. You have innumerable spells and constructs stored there, and it can defend itself 

autonomously, as if it were a hoard of its own. It rolls a d20 and an influence die. It has 5 structure 

points, and if it loses them, it is trashed and your phylactery is destroyed. 

Getting Injured. Hoard, magic, and structure points are collectively called ‘health points’; you lose 

one point by critically failing a roll, by using …Unwholesome Magicks, or by failing to make a 

defensive action when something would hurt you, your tower, or your hoard. If you are at your tower or 

with your hoard, you can sacrifice one of their health points instead of losing one of your magic points.  

Death and Dying. Shouldn’t happen to you. Still, if you’re unable or unwilling to sacrifice a hoard 

point to save your life, your body is destroyed and will regenerate from your phylactery at your tower. 

While regenerating you still command your hoard and tower but you CANNOT roll an influence die. If 

your phylactery is destroyed, however… then you won’t have a place to regenerate. 

Recovery. If you are in an area where you can access corpses—and if you have an undead hoard at 

your disposal there are very few areas in the world where you can’t make a few corpses—then you can 

increase your hoard point total by spending a day raising new abominations. Likewise, your tower is 

self-repairing, and regains one structure point per day. You regain one magic point per hour. 

Regenerating from your phylactery takes one week; making a new phylactery is a very difficult process, 

and requires you spending a month working in your tower. It also requires an infant, but those are easy 

to come by if you’ve got a hoard of undead and a permanently detached soul. 
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Your skills: Restrictions Bonuses Die type 

Blind Thirst for 

Vengeance 

Only usable 

when you’ve 

been wronged. 

All Influence 

die rolls above 

1 are successes 

 

Ancient and 

Arcane Knowledge 

You need a few 

minutes to plan 

and prepare. 

A 2 on the 

Influence die 

counts as two 

successes. 

 

The Wisdom of a 

Dozen Lifetimes 

Usable at any 

time. 

Usable at any 

time. 

 

 

… Unwholesome 

Magicks 

Costs one heath 

point on a 
success, two on a 

botch. 

Allows you to 

do impossible 
things. 

 

Lifestyles of the Lich and Famous – Character Sheet 
 
Name:       
Age:    Race:      
Height:   Weight:   Gender:   
Hair?:    Skin?:    Eyes?:   
Preferred Curse:      
Deity:     Alignment:         Evil 
 
My phylactery is a         
and if it is destroyed, I have    infants to spare. 

Tower Structure Points 

IN MY TOWER 
 
Hoard influence: d4 
 
Tower influence: d20 
 

 

WITH MY HOARD 
 
Hoard influence: d20 
 
Tower influence: d4 
 

 

Zombies: 
Might 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wraiths: 
Stealth 

Skeletons: 
Agility 

Ghouls: 
Cunning 

Hoard Points MagicPoints 


